"The within-person effects of validation and invalidation on in-session changes in affect,": Correction to Benitez et al. (2019).
Reports an error in "The within-person effects of validation and invalidation on in-session changes in affect" by Cinthia Benitez, Matthew W. Southward, Erin M. Altenburger, Kristen P. Howard and Jennifer S. Cheavens (Personality Disorders: Theory, Research, and Treatment, Advanced Online Publication, Feb 04, 2019, np). In the article, some values in Table 1 were incorrectly marked with asterisks as significant. The corrected table appears in the erratum. (The following abstract of the original article appeared in record 2019-05703-001.) Validation is the accurate reflection of someone's internal experiences. Validation has been theorized to enhance the process of therapy and facilitate effective outcomes (Lynch, Chapman, Rosenthal, Kuo, & Linehan, 2006). Additionally, validation may play an integral role in reducing emotional arousal specifically for individuals with borderline personality disorder (BPD). There is little research on the relation between validation and therapy outcomes such as affect change. In the current study, we tested the relations among self-reported validation and invalidation and in-session changes in positive and negative affect with a sample of 52 clients in treatment. Further, we examined BPD features as a moderator of the relations between self-reported validation and invalidation and in-session changes in affect. We disaggregated within-person from between-person effects using client reports of validation and invalidation during Sessions 3 to 7. Greater within-person validation was associated with decreased postsession negative affect, whereas greater within-person invalidation was associated with increased postsession NA. Neither validation nor invalidation was related to changes in positive affect. Further, at elevated levels of BPD features, validation, but not invalidation, was associated with decreases in negative affect. BPD features did not moderate the relation between validation or invalidation and postsession positive affect. These results provide empirical evidence that patient-reported validation and invalidation predict changes in negative affect during sessions. Additionally, these results suggest that patients with elevated BPD features are particularly responsive to validation during therapy sessions, and as such, provide an avenue for navigating the in-session negative emotional arousal that these patients often experience. (PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2019 APA, all rights reserved).